SM White INTRA

Fronts:
Silk matt lacquered MDF 2 surfaces
Worktop:
White

Image Code:

0478800G16D2012

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

Detached house in the north of Spain
designed by the architect Pedro del Llano. It
is a new construction with a marked modern
architecture. The kitchen is directly
connected to the dining room although it can
remain independent thanks to a sliding door
which, depending on the needs of the user,
can separate the two ambiences.

An island distribution with no wall units has
been chosen. As a result, the views are
preserved and natural light can enter the
kitchen helping merge the exterior with the
interior.

In this project, the architect has constantly
searched for a direct connection with the
exterior of the home. The house is situated in
a rural, agricultural area which changes its
appearance and colours depending on the
season. Each one of the windows is
converted into a large painting which is
always changing, passing from the green
colours of spring to the ochre and brown
colours of autumn. Having such beauty
outside, the interior does not need heavily
adorned furniture or elements that may
distract the attention.

The white colour, predominant in the interior
of the house and in the kitchen, helps create
a serene, bright and balanced ambience as
well as contributing to reinforce the
importance of the Iroko wood floor with an
extra matt finish.

The large island which organises the space,
arranges the work and permits fluid
movements, is the main attraction of this
kitchen. Apart from containing the washing
and cooking areas it has an ample and
comfortable space for storing and preparing
food.
The worktop is extended on one side of the
island and acts as a practical kitchen office
for breakfast, light lunches or reunions with
friends. Thanks to this the owners, apart from
being able to enjoy cooking, do not have to
forsake the company of family or guests, who
can always participate in the preparation and
tasting of the food.
An up to the ceiling tall unit area is installed
parallel to the island and contains the oven,
coffee machine, hotplate, fridge and freezer.
It also has a unit with a coplanar sliding door
system that offers an additional work area
with plugs and a lighting system.

The kitchen follows the same philosophy as
the rest of the house; it is a tribute to
discretion. Hence the selection of Santos’
Intra model, a unique design resulting from
the wish to offer innovative products. This
new system combines three basic aspects of
kitchen design: innovation, design and
quality.
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Trendsetting aesthetic solutions
The total absence of a handle is one of the
main characteristics of the Intra model. To
make it possible, Santos has developed an
innovative opening system where the units'
profile is adapted so it acts as a handle. An
opening system whose exclusivity has been
protected by a Utility Model.

Apart from its unquestionable functional
characteristics the Intra model stands out for
its aesthetic qualities. It is a model with
smooth fronts that does not need a traditional
handle and thus permits the integration of the
furniture with the room’s architecture.
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Tall unit area: more solutions in less space
Keeping food and crockery perfectly
organised and easily accessible is essential
for working comfortably in the kitchen. There
are many storage solutions but the key is the
units’ versatility and functionality.
Santos’ coplanar sliding door system allows
the doors to fully open providing greater
visibility and easier access to the interior of
the unit. Once they are closed, they line up
perfectly, helping to achieve an optimum
aesthetical appearance.

The interior is equipped with wooden grill
shelves made from beech with an optional
glass surface that makes it possible to store
elements with a small base without them
falling over.

It also includes an additional work area with
plugs and a lighting system that make it
possible to use small electrical appliances
without having to move them.
The lower part of the unit contains wooden
drawers which help keep things tidy and
enable the storage of food and other objects
that are used on a daily basis in the kitchen.
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Appliances

Furniture and decoration

BLANCO
Tap and sink

LAMP
Model “Chasen” by Flos. Designed by
Patricia Urquiola

CHAIRS
Model “Pilotta” by Cassina. Acquired in
Sirvent Vigo

TABLE
Model “Naan” by Cassina. Acquired in
Sirvent Vigo

SOFA
Model “Mex”. Acquired in Sirvent Vigo

GAGGENAU
Oven, coffee machine, hotplate, dishwasher,
fridge and freezer
SIEMENS
Teppan yaki and induction hob.

OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Collection “Vieques” by Kettal. Designed by
Patricia Urquiola
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STOOLS
Model “Last Minute” by Viccarbe. Designed
by Patricia Urquiola

